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THE HERBAL MEDICINE-MAKER'¬?S HANDBOOK is an entertaining compilation of natural

home remedies written by one of the great herbalists, James Green, author of the best-selling

THE MALE HERBAL. Writing in a delightfully personal and down-home style, Green

emphasizes the point that herbal medicine-making is fundamental to every culture on the

planet and is accessible to everyone. So, first head into the garden and learn to harvest your

own herbs, and then head into your kitchen and whip up a batch of raspberry cough syrup, or

perhaps a soothing elixir to erase the daily stresses of modern life.



Disclaimer: The nutritional information, recipes, and instructions contained within this book are

in no way intended as a substitute for medical counseling. Please do not attempt self-treatment

of a medical problem without consulting a qualified health practitioner. The author and

publisher expressly disclaim any and all liability for any claims, damages, losses, judgments,

expenses, costs, or injuries resulting from any products offered in this book by participating

companies and their employees or agents. Nor does the inclusion of any resource group or

company listed within this book constitute an endorsement or guarantee of quality by the

author or publisher.Text copyright © 2000 by James GreenInterior author photo copyright ©

2002 by Carolyn StaubAll rights reserved. Published in the United States by Crossing Press,

an imprint of the Crown Publishing Group, a division of Random House, Inc., New

York.Crossing Press and the Crossing Press colophon are registered trademarks of Random

House, Inc.Ten Speed Press and the Ten Speed Press colophon are registered trademarks of
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PROLOGUEA WORD BEFORE THE MEDICINE SHOW“The day you decide to appreciate

yourself is the day you begin to dance.”—T. ELDER SACHSHerbal medicine-making is much

like dancing; it’s easy, it’s natural, and it’s undeniably delightful. To say the least, it is a lucid

expression of one’s distinct character. If you have never worked with medicinal plants or made

herbal medicines for yourself, you will have to take my word for this. However, as you

experiment with the procedures suggested in this manual, I promise that during some private

moment, maybe when “shaking your tinctures” or while “garbling” some dreamy Mugwort, you

will find yourself thinking, “Hey, that Green guy was right. This is more damn fun! I think I might

even go dancing tonight!” And like dancing, once you find the rhythm of the music and begin

moving your body with it, you’ll never want to stop.The ever-engaging green-melodies of herbal

medicine-making are sung by the seductive voices of your neighboring leaves, roots, barks,

rhizomes, flowers, and seeds, while the rhythm you move to is composed entirely within

yourself, by the cadence of your creative enjoyment. You’ll find yourself swinging to the

pleasures of simple fun, personal independence, and a renewed connection with Earth’s

natural beauty and perpetual abundance. And that’s feelin’ good, which is the essence of

health. The making is the taking of herbal medicine.Keep in mind that herbs, the principal

ingredients in homemade herbal medicines, are basically free once you learn how to correctly

harvest them for yourself (which we will cover in Chapter Three). Therefore, I can assure you

that herbal medicine-making performed in the home-kitchen is not only simple and fun, it is

universally affordable. This makes perfect sense, for the art and empirical science of Herbalism

were engendered eons ago by the wit and enduring ingenuity of some remarkably intelligent,

resourceful, and visionary people—our ancestors. This is our cultural heritage.Herbalism is one

of those people’s things. It is indigenous to all communities of our globe, which is why it thrives

so harmoniously in our homes. To manifest high-quality, health-pumping herbal preparations,

you can take this plant lore in hand, make your own preparations, and thereby liberate yourself,

your family, your community, and your monetary resources from dependence on others. Why

pay others to frolic in the luscious gardens of Earth, picking flowers and enjoying themselves

making herbal products? You can do all that frolicking, immersing yourself in wondrous herbal

beauty, and uplifting your mind and spirit. Making your own herbal medicine both enhances

your happiness and boosts your immune system. And the herbal preparations you make can

be every bit as excellent as those you bring home from the store. Actually they will be better,

profoundly better; this I can also promise you. Ralph Waldo Emerson, another born-again

herbalist, expressed similar feelings, “When I go into my garden with a spade, and dig a bed, I

feel such an exhilaration and health that I discover that I have been defrauding myself all this



time in letting others do for me what I should have been doing with my own hands.” I always

suspected that Waldo was in the garden.Another word, if I may; then we’ll get on with the

medicine show. For much of my life, I have focused my attention on health, herbs, foods,

gardens, and making plant medicine. They are my passion, and I feel passionately about them.

As such, tendrils of my feelings and opinions will undoubtedly intertwine with the rhetoric of this

manual. Knowing the inevitability of this, I want to restate (with some minor alterations) a

passage from the prologue of my other book, The Male Herbal. I haven’t evoked a better way

than I did therein to say to you what I want to say here. Being the sedulous Sagittarian that I

am, I’m accomplished at quoting my own thoughts, as references anyway.So, “When an

individual goes public, publishing a book discussing his experiences, beliefs, and opinions,

especially in the realms of health and personal power, it is important to give the reader a self-

disclosure of one’s bias. Currently, in this Western culture of ours, the fact that what I have

written has been published tends to display me as an authority. In light of this strange cultural

phenomenon, I wish to supply the discriminating reader and herbal learner with appropriately

insightful information to help him or her question this authority. Nothing that I say is presented

by me as the Truth! I am merely disclosing my current truth. The printed voice of this book will

share my knowledge, observations, and opinions based on my experiences, punctuated by

what wisdom I have gathered. Every individual has a share of wisdom to pass around. As your

mind travels through the landscape of ideas I design and construct for you in this herbal

manual, please do not slip into a passive state of observation. In the light of your life

experiences, measure and question my opinions and conclusions. I accept the risk of being

proven wrong. If the fervor of my expression of these opinions ascends a street orator’s

platform for a paragraph or two, allow me the social blunder; it’s just an idiosyncrasy of my

particular humanness. Do not fault me for my passion. Rather, make note of any

disagreements you may have, get back to me, and point out the possible errors of my current

beliefs. This way we can interact and communicate as co-seekers and creators, and as co-

members of a species that obviously has much to discover about itself and about the

transcendent universe in which it thrives.“We are, with one another, co-creating a most

magnificent and fascinating age. And our current creation is so very splendid precisely

because each of us contributes a unique perspective. The term ‘expert’ is derived from the

verbal root per meaning to try, to risk, to press forward. All of us do that with every new thought

and experience we create. Living a life qualifies each of us as an expert. We don’t have to

agree with each other for things to work, merely appreciate one another and enjoy our

differences. I can live with the fact that some people will always think of authors as experts, as

long as it is duly noted that the universal characteristic of experts is that they normally disagree

with one another.”I’m almost finished here.…As we proceed through this handbook, I will not

be giving you long lists of things to get. I will give you short lists of equipment and resources

that will be completely adequate to get you started. I encourage you to trust your innovative

cunning to guide you further in a suitable expansion of your assemblage, deciding for yourself

what you will need to best support your particular style and evolving techniques. Learn the

elementary principles, then unfold in your own way.I’m not going to include innumerable, point

by point, watch-me-do-it illustrations either. With a few (adroitly placed) drawings, this

handbook will get you started in splendid fashion; it will give you cardinal processes as

practical allies that point the way and encourage you to embark dauntlessly on your journey.

Your imagination and intrinsic abilities will usher you on from there. Herbal medicine-making is

more engaging this way, and you will beget astonishingly clever ideas. Remember, Herbalism

is a human response to plants, and this response ever dwells alive and well within each of us. I



ask you to relate to the learning of the overall process of making herbal medicine more like the

way you might relate to creating art or reading a novel, rather than the way you might relate to

viewing a movie or a TV program that leaves little if anything to your imagination. Like a Zen

painter (don’t I wish), I will create some empty space suggesting forms and ideas which your

creative imagination can fill in as we proceed. This way we co-create while experiencing the

ripening fruits of this medicine show. (There are some instances, however, when I will tend to

go on and on; kind of like I am now.) We know that young children enjoy themselves for a

significantly longer time and experience far more quality time when given simple pine cones,

small rocks, colorful ribbons, and randomly shaped blocks of wood to play with than they do

when given complex, perfectly molded, and fully complete toys. The opportunity to pour their

own vision into the empty spaces of the unfinished picture presented by their elemental toys

ignites the fertile fires of their imagination, giving them the joy of unleashed creative pleasure.

The subtle suggestions stimulated by these rudimentary building units become their most

entertaining playmates and beneficial teachers. Likewise, children soon become bored with

toys that leave little to their innovative imagination; and so it is with adult human beings, for we

are all avid creators and we all love to play.As the medicine show proceeds from stage to stage

in your home, create an herbal pharmacy that you tailor to your lifestyle; develop and refine

your medicine-making techniques to suit yourself; and make notes that clearly record your

experiences for future reference. Rely on the ideas in this handbook merely as starting places

that will give you solid ground on which to place your feet, then leap high into your creative,

innovative nature. Students become skilled in the basics under the guidance of an experienced

teacher, but they become masters only after leaving the teacher and exploring areas into which

the teacher had not ventured.Have fun, don’t hesitate. I appreciate your life.

Let’s begin our immersion into the mosaic of ideas and techniques that describe herbal

medicine-making by first harvesting a wild plant and making an herbal extract: a Dandelion

tincture.We’ll begin this green medicine journey outside your dwelling place—where the wild

plants are. Herbal medicine lives outdoors, where nature spirits arouse our enchantment, and

our vitality is naturally quickened. With your involvement and, I hope, a freshly awakened

passion, you’ll initiate your apprenticeship by experiencing the elation of harvesting a wild plant

and, with it, creating a simple herbal medicine of excellent quality. So, if you are not already

outdoors reading these words, please, weather permitting, step outside with me and we’ll find

Taraxacum officinale, a most notorious wild plant.…This is the plant that herbalists, children,

and poets call Dandelion.Many other people call it a weed and treat it rather rudely.Let us refer

to it as a wild medicinal plant and perceive the extract we’re about to make with it as an herbal

tonic. Our intention is to connect with a plant spirit and with its alliance create a nutritional

preparation that is easy to assimilate and can be depended upon to help our digestion, our

liver, and our kidneys to feel good. Then, while this first-born extract is macerating (soaking) in

its menstruum (solvent), we’ll proceed through the following chapters of this handbook and

peruse the rest of the medicine-making ideas that await our attention.DandelionCommon

Dandelion (botanical name, Taraxacum officinale) grows just about everywhere. It should be

fairly simple for you to discover this flowering ally. It is usually denoted by one or more bright

yellow floral asterisks randomly displayed in urban lawns, in grazed fields, or along

neighborhood footpaths.Dandelions are one of the most common medicinal herbs that live with

us in our neighborhoods. In fact, every year petrochemical companies reap additional millions

from the urban community by manufacturing and marketing a myriad of designer poisons

devised specifically to alienate and destroy these wily turfgangsters. In contrast, communities



in China eagerly harvest and eat young Dandelion greens to enrich their diets, along with

Purslane (Portulaca oleracea), and Kudzu (Pueraria lobata), which are two more “weeds” we

tend to curse in this culture. The people of our southern communities could control the rampant

spread of Kudzu vine through their countrysides by eating it; it’s a superb cardiac tonic, and it

controls alcohol craving—if one wants to; if not, Kudzu curbs headache and

hangovers.Dandelion’s species name, officinale, means “used in the office or the workshop.”

This indicates that historically Dandelion was (and of course still is) used medicinally.

Dandelion’s genus name, Taraxacum, is derived from the Greek taraxis, meaning disorder, and

akas, a remedy, further echoing our ancestors’ traditional esteem for this herb. Keep in mind

that there are other plants that, at casual glance, look similar to a Dandelion. Fear not, though,

there are no toxic or poisonous lookalikes in this country, and it is very easy to identify the

official Taraxacum. Therefore, as I describe to you the true Dandelion, please pay attention to

detail (the third rule of good herbal medicine-making).There are three true Dandelion species

found in the U.S.: Taraxacum officinale, common Dandelion, and T. laevigatum, a red-seeded

specimen, both of which grow in disturbed soils throughout the temperate regions of the U.S.

The third species, T. ceratophorum, is found in meadows and other moist places in the

mountains throughout the boreal zone, south, and at high altitudes.The Dandelion has a single

golden-yellow flower head sitting on top of each individual flower stalk. This flower head can

grow up to 2 inches wide. These flowers open with the rising of the morning sun and close

down in the evening. They can appear almost any time of the year, but mainly you find them

from April to November in meadows, pastures, gardens, along the roadsides, and inevitably,

within the rigid boundary lines of all manicured lawns. Dandelion’s impetuous blossoming is

Nature’s never-ending reminder that diversity is favored, and therefore rules. The plant’s

graceful green stalks are round, smooth, brittle, and hollow. They grow from 2 to 18 inches tall,

and have no other stalks branching off them. Each Dandelion stalk is straight and unjointed (no

stalks branching off it), growing individually and separately out of a base having a rosette

crown of numerous bright green leaves. These flower stalks often appear to be growing directly

out of the ground. Dandelion never grows a central stalk. If the plant you are looking at has a

tall stalk that is bearing leaves and flowers, it’s not a Dandelion. However, there can be a

number of flower stalks rising from the center of each Dandelion plant. Each stalk, as I have

mentioned, holds up only one bright yellow flower head, or one flower bud, or possibly a single

gossamer sphere of plumed seeds. The mature flower can transform into this globular seed

head (faerie’s afro) overnight. The lobes or edges of the long, lance-shaped Dandelion leaves

have deeply serrated, unevenly pointed teeth (Dent-de-lion, lion’s tooth in Old French). These

pliable leaves are 3 to 12 inches long, 1/2 to 2 1/2 inches wide. The top surfaces, the

undersides, and the midribs of Dandelion’s leaves are bald and feel quite smooth to the touch.

They are not hairy, warty, or prickly like some Dandelion lookalikes. When you dig a Dandelion

up from the ground, with profound respect and deep gratitude (the first rule of good herbal

medicine-making), you’ll find its root to be thick and brittle, having a thin beige skin on the

outside and sap-filled, milky-white vegetable flesh within. This is commonly called a taproot.

Dandelion’s taproot can be branching, and it can grow up to 10 inches long. All parts of the

Dandelion plant, when either broken or wounded, will bleed a bitter-tasting milky-white sap.

You’ll find this juice to be a little sweeter in the spring plants.“Down with lawns; up with herbs.”—

RYAN DRUMOnce you have found some Dandelions, harvest an entire plant including the root,

leaves, buds, blossoms, and seed heads, if there are any. If a portion of the root breaks off and

remains in the ground, great! This root piece will regenerate and produce a new plant—yet

another vegetable contribution to Earth’s dynamic theater of perpetual abundance.Now that



you have properly identified and graciously harvested this plant, offer gratitude once again for

its life. Consider leaving an offering, like a strand of your hair, a prayer, a song, a story,

whatever; plant spirits are known to be deeply touched by simple gestures of appreciation.

Wash all the soil off the plant, and bring it home to your kitchen. If the Dandelion plants you

find are small, you might want to harvest six or seven of them.If you are unable to locate any

living Dandelions in the neighborhood, or if you suspect the plants that are there have been

sprayed or are too close to the road and might be coated with odious residues of auto exhaust,

the next best thing for you to do is harvest organically grown or wildcrafted, freshly dried

(dehydrated) Dandelion from an herb or natural food store. Purchase an ounce of the highest

quality Dandelion root you can find and an ounce of Dandelion leaf. Make sure the dried root

material is a deep rich brown color and has a full bitter flavor when you chew on a piece. Make

sure the dried leaf material shows a rich green color and also has a discernible bitter flavor.

This leaf, dried properly, should definitely not be brown. If it is brown, don’t bother with it. It’s no

good; shop somewhere else.Now, lay your fresh medicinal plant(s) on your kitchen countertop.

Cut the root and other parts into small pieces. How small? As small as your patience and

enthusiasm permit. The smaller the better, because more surface area is exposed. If you are

using dried plant materials, crush or grind them into small pieces, using a small coffee bean

grinder or a mortar and pestle (See Chapter Four, “Kitchen Pharmacy Equipment”). Place

these tiny pieces in ajar with a tight-fitting lid. Use a pint- or quart-size jar depending on the

amount of plant material. Pour 100-proof vodka into the jar, filling it to the top of the plant

material. If you are working with fresh plant material, at this point you might pour the plant with

its menstruum into a blender and liquefy it to expose more surface area to the solvent. Wipe

the top ridge of the jar, cleaning off any stuff that might be clinging to it. Put a piece of wax

paper over the opening as a gasket, and screw down the jar lid. Tighten it firmly. Shake your

tincture energetically. Now, take a moment to look at it. Admire it for a while, because it is

indeed precious. It is your plant medicine, the enchanted doorway through which you just

entered the enthralling world of Herbalism. Label the container appropriately. On this label

include the name of the herb, the part of the herb used, (i.e., Dandelion root and top,

Taraxacum officinale) and the date that will arrive fourteen days from the date you are

preparing this extract. This date you write on the label is the day your tincture will be ready for

you to separate the saturated liquid (the tincture extract) from the then-depleted plant material

(the marc). During those fourteen days, at least once, even better two or three times a day,

affectionately and vigorously shake your tincture (the “sixth” rule of good medicine-making)

with your mind focused on your appreciation of the plant and your intention for its use. This is

an important routine to attend to, for it maintains the extraction energy of the menstruum at a

more efficient rate, and it permeates the maturing medicine with your mindful attention and the

healing power of your personal energy.After a minimum of fourteen days and nights, separate

the spent plant material from the liquid extract. A simple method for doing this is to line a large

hand-held strainer with a square-shaped piece of cotton muslin cloth (undyed and preferably

unbleached cotton muslin), large enough to hang about an inch or two over the edges of the

strainer.Place the muslin-lined strainer into a glass or stainless steel receptacle, and slowly

and carefully pour your entire extract into this straining apparatus. Allow all the liquid to flow

through the cloth. After the liquid has finished flowing through the cloth, join together all four

corners of the cloth and hold them above the plant material. Grasp them firmly together with

one hand, and with the other hand grasp the ball of plant material and twist it and squeeze it to

press out the rest of the liquid thoroughly. Remove as much of the liquid as possible from the

depleted plant fiber (the marc). After doing this to your satisfaction, you can discard the marc



into the compost.Now, pour this herbal extract into a bottle that can be tightly capped (brown

amber glass bottles are the most ideal) and store it in a cool, dark location. This alcohol/water

extract will keep for many years. (A solution like this requires a minimum of 18–20 percent of

the total volume of the liquid to be ethyl alcohol in order for the alcohol to adequately preserve

it. Pure 100-proof vodka is 50 percent ethyl alcohol, and even when diluted by the juices of this

fresh plant will render sufficient preservative action.)You have handcrafted an herbal medicine;

your initiation is complete—welcome to the swiftly growing community of independent lay-

herbalists. To conclude this exercise, I would like to also applaud the co-creator of your

handcrafted tincture by summarizing for you the personal and ecological health-promoting gifts

of the wild Dandelion.Strainer Lined with MuslinSqueezing the Liquid OutAn Earth-enriching co-

habitant of almost every community, Dandelion promotes healthy local turf everywhere it

grows, unless it is foolishly poisoned to death. The particular design of Dandelion’s root system

breaks up soil in a unique manner which greatly enhances the condition of any garden soil. In

fact Dandelion and its sister compositae, Chamomile, another soil-conditioning plant, have

been referred to in farming cultures as “the soil doctors.” Dandelion’s randomly scattered

flowers relieve rampant urban-lawn monotony. Its vibrant yellow blossoms are aesthetically and

emotionally uplifting. For those who like to play and even giggle the way you did when you were

a babe, Dandelion’s mature seed heads are a joyous toy which entice bustling human beings

to pause, pick, and blow off its downy hairdo into passing air currents, watching the seeds eject

dramatically, scattering in random directions, then parachuting serenely to the ground. I pursue

this whimsical ritual as eagerly today as I did when I was a small child, and the spontaneous

affair with these little blowballs remains as delightful as it always was.The predominant use of

herbs to beautify your home and health becomes fully affordable as you learn to harvest your

own plants and create your own elixirs.When used to affect our body directly, common

Dandelion is one of the finest foods and medicines found in the herbalist’s materia medica.

Young springtime Dandelion leaves have a pleasantly bitter aromatic flavor. They blend well

with other fresh salad plants, and they carry with them a rich load of bitters and micro-

nutrients, especially the minerals potassium and calcium, and vitamins A and C. Eating

Dandelion greens and other bitters prior to meals is invaluable for stimulating one’s appetite,

digestion, and assimilation. Regular use of Dandelion extracts often relieves the uncomfortable

maladies commonly experienced in the upper and lower digestive tract such as poor digestion,

gas, nausea, and constipation.In general, Dandelion carries substances that stimulate the

function of many glands and organs, especially the kidneys and liver. It has a tonic affect on the

kidneys and encourages kidney function with its diuretic action, while at the same time it

increases the body’s potassium content, rather than depleting it as other diuretics commonly

do. Dandelion is an excellent substance to employ for prevention and treatment of biliary

problems. It is a liver and gallbladder tonic that stimulates the healthy discharge and flow of

bile. When taken over a period of 4 to 6 weeks, it can work as an efficient preventive agent for

those individuals who have a constitutional disposition to form gallstones.Following are some

specific indications and an adult dosage for using the whole-plant Dandelion tincture you are

presently making (see Chapter Twenty-Five, “Dosage,” to help determine corresponding

children’s dosages).For physical comfort take 30 to 50 drops of tincture 3 to 4 times daily

to:relieve intestinal gas and poor digestion that is due to insufficient bilerelieve constipation that

is due to sluggish liver activityhelp eliminate skin eruptions that are due to sluggish liver

activityrelieve difficulty in urinating and/or water retentionuse as a blood purifier to treat chronic

auto-toxemia which is contributing to rheumatism, arthritis, and/or skin eruptionsThe dosage I

have suggested is low for this particular herb, for Dandelion is safe, gentle, and shows no



toxicity. Some herbalists recommend 150 to 300 drops (approx. 5 to 10 ml) of Dandelion

tincture three times a day as a basic adult dosage. However, it is prudent to begin with a low

dosage regardless of the herb you consider using. Dosages can always be increased after

observing your reaction to a new substance. To gain the full benefit of Dandelion when

employing it as a tonic, it is often best to continue its use for at least one month up to a year,

depending on the individual’s response and needs. A second year of use can be beneficial and

appropriate for some individuals. For the bodies of these folks, Dandelion is good food.This act

of nourishing yourself with herbs is fully affordable now that you are harvesting your own herbs

and learning to make tinctures and other extracts for yourself. Remember, like the mind, the

body appreciates and responds most favorably to variety (diversity). Don’t take any food or

herbal remedy every day. Take the remedy for 6 days a week with a random day off; do this for

three to four weeks, then take a few days off, and so on. And when using Dandelion, it is quite

appropriate to change the delivery vehicle by preparing this tonic herb as an herbal tea (a

decoction). Drink it with the tincture, or alternate a dose (1 cup) of tea with a dose of tincture,

or use Dandelion tea in place of Dandelion tincture altogether, drinking a cupful twice a day.So,

now you have an herbal tincture in the making, and you know how to store and use this

specific health-supporting herbal tonic once the extraction process is completed. Meanwhile,

during the following hours when you are not eating, dreaming, working, playing, or shaking

your tincture, we can explore more ideas concerning the home practice of Herbalism and

consider other forms of herbal extracts you can make.
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Melinda Taylor Kelly, “Amazing. First I want to say that I really loved this book.I started working

on this book in August 2016, it is now January 2017. It covers a vast amount of information. I

wanted to make sure that I covered everything completely, I will now start re- read it again. The

book is highlighted, underlined, notes written all over the book. This is more a text book, than a

simple herb book. I highly recommend this if you are serious about being am herbalist.This is

one book I will use over and over. Love it.”

LV, “There are some great books out there and one should always have a .... All I can say is

this author speaks to me. I am not what most people would think of as the type to get "into"

herbal healing (leave it at that). I have been working and healing with herbs for about a year or

so and consider it a calling ("hobby" to those who ask). There are some great books out there

and one should always have a few on hand to reference. However, similar to Rosemary

Gladstar, this author speaks to the inner healer - the person who is magically drawn to plants

and their divine healing properties, but may not know why. He inspires a person to want to

understand the magic AND the science. If you want a "list" of herbs and their medicinal

properties, this isn't it, it is SO much more. I am not into worshiping Gaia or dancing under the

moonlight to celebrate life's offerings, but he is and that's just fine with me. It will be fine too

with anyone who chooses to include this wonderful book in their herbal reference library.”

Johnna, “Superbly Written. If you have ever wondered about using and making herbal

remedies, this book is for you! James is a wonderful writer. You feel like you are talking to an

old friend. Yes, he is an old hippie type, but so congenial. He has written this book so it is

easy to read and understand. He walks you through everything you need to know. He explains

the many different ways herbs have been used throughout history, what forms work the best

and which extraction methods work for each type of plant. He keeps the list of herbs to a

manageable level. You don't need to buy a bunch of different herbs for the formulas. And

some you can grow yourself and use directly from the garden. This is a must have for anyone

just getting into the practice of home herbal medicines.”

Liam Elijah, “Best In Depth Course in Herbal Medicine and Practice. First, do not mistake this

as an Herbal or a formulary of herbal recipes because while this book may list some

information about some herbs and their uses it does not get specific into the herbs themselves.

This book, however, does cover an extensive course on the basics of general herbal medicine

making and an in depth course on the consideration and instruction for specific methods of

herbal therapies and applications.I personally like this book because I specialize in herbal

liquid extracts and infusions, mainly tinctures, glycerites, and oils. This book extensively covers

these forms of herbal therapy and application in great detail, not just on the basic components

of making a tincture or other form of herbal medicine but it discusses the scientific and

biological processes behind them. I especially like that he discusses tincturing by maceration

and by percolation and furthermore includes a whole independent section on Solvents as well;

as they can be tricky to choose from and formulate when making your own formulas and

figuring out each herbs solubility factors and weigh which solvents should be used and in what



quantity and ratio. In conclusion this book is another must have for any truly dedicated

naturopathic medicinal herbalist and includes more valuable information one could hope for

and expect especially in comparison to the books price.”

Sherrie Pitchford, “Love this herb book.. i love this book. Just glancing through it i have already

found help i needed for a tincture..I bought my friend one and she loves it. I am not real

educated on the ratios etc of herbs and she is, but we both found things in the book to help. It

covers tinctures, ratios, herbs, and also has recipes. You want be disappointed in this book no

matter how far along you are in making your own tinctures.”

Kevin, “Super book. Bought for my mother during covid isolation. If you're a lover of natural

medicines and remedies this is for you. Covers a huge variety, salves, tinctures, pulstices and

much more. Great value”

Anna Richardson, “Not for the lazy reader. It's very good, and he certainly knows lots- it's

possibly a tiny bit ernest, as books on alternative medicine can be. But if you're looking for the

whole experience and not just a list of answers (as I was) then look no further- he does also

provide answers, but so many words to get there!”

The book by James Green has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,129 people have provided feedback.
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